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Introduction

When out shopping in retail markets, it is hard to decide which store to shop. This challenge comes from many stores offering similar products at competitive prices. Many retail locations are adjusting in order to compete for consumers’ attention. Store ambiance may have an effect on consumer satisfaction, and in turn increase consumer purchase intention.

Due to many advancements in modern times, it has occurred that consumers have a larger income that they can spend freely. A larger income means that consumers can now have more choice of where they shop and why. This in turn leads stores to adjust themselves in order to standout from competitors - an adjustment that inspired recent research to find which features of store ambiance have an effect on consumer satisfaction and purchase intention (Bhukya 2016, M.S.K. 2014). This research proposed correlations from physical store characteristics, service quality, and merchandise diversity to purchase intention of consumers (Sachdeva 2015). Service quality is the variable of how well consumers are treated and taken care of when they are in the store, while physical store characteristics are factors like that of scent, lighting, and music. Merchandise diversity is when a store has a wide range of products offered to their customers, enough to show why theirs should be coveted over competitors. For Example, in the Michael Kors franchise, this is especially applicable due to all three factors at play: physical store characteristics, customer service quality, and merchandise. This franchise demonstrates when these factors are added they can help make a brand standout in comparisons to others.

This study helps to establish if physical store characteristics have an effect on consumers in relation to their satisfaction of stores in addition to their purchase intention within these stores.
Enhanced store features like that of lighting, scent, and music will entice customers to pick one store over another while increasing the number of purchases made by consumers (Bhukya 2016, Madzharov 2015). Customer service is another factor that is used to increases store purchases because it allows for the formation of customer to store relationships, increasing the potential for loyal repeat customers (Erasmus 2013). Diverse merchandise is an additional way to show how particular brands are greater than others by offering more choices to their customers (Aliawadi 2006). This would in turn generate a better perception of a store and encourage an increase in consumer purchase intention within a particular store, all of which can be summarized into a conceptual framework (Cristina 2017). Consumer satisfaction is the dependent variable in the center of the framework, with that of purchase intention connecting off of this main dependent variable. Purchase intention is the variable that helps to showcase the connection and importance of these ambiance factors to that of consumer satisfaction, showing that when consumers are satisfied an increase in purchase intention will take place. Physical store characteristics, customer service, and merchandise diversity are all independent variables connected to the dependent variable through a hypothesized connection. This is a hypothesis that can be specifically applied to the Michael Kors Franchise establishments in the St. Louis, Missouri area.

**Physical Store Characteristics**

Physical store characteristics are actual features used within stores that help to enhance the store appeal to customers (Bhukya 2016, Erasmus 2013, Hasan 2015, Madzharov 2015) (e.g., lighting, music, and scent used within stores) (Madzharov 2015, Sachdeva 2015). These are the main features within physical store characteristics that are focused on within this study.

*Store Lighting*
Lighting within stores is a factor that consumers typically do not realize. However, this makes an impact on their purchase intentions within stores due to its subtle presence (Schielke 2015). Lighting is used within stores to highlight particular products and features that companies want consumers’ attention to be drawn to (Custers 2010, Schielke 2015). Also, lighting is used to attract customers to enter their stores rather than their competitors (Erasmus 2013). For example, displayed tables at the entrance of the Michael Kors franchise with the most recent handbags on them. By displaying the handbags in a way that draws the customer’s attention it can increase the quantity sold of these handbags. These tables are highlighted with lighting features placed overhead to shine light on these products in order to draw consumer attention to them. This allows stores to be able to showcase their products by highlighting them in a way that would make customers think since a certain product is highlighted it is better than that of a similar product offered at a competitor’s store (Erasmus 2013, Schielke 2015). When store marketers use this feature to draw attention to their stores and products, it can give them an advantage that could increase consumer satisfaction and purchase intention (Hasan 2015, Sachdeva 2015).

Store Music

Music is a feature that can set the mood within the store because it has feelings and emotions associated with it (Mattila 2001). By having music that consumers can connect to in a joyful manner and it can encourage a satisfaction that increases purchases desired of customers in stores (Fei-Fei 2009, Sachdeva 2015). Adding features that puts customers in a better mood encourages a more relaxed and satisfied shopping experience (Sachdeva 2015, Yalch 1993). In recent research, it has been shown that the more satisfied a customer is with their shopping experience the greater the chance that a customer will make more purchases within said store’s (Erasmus 2013, Mattila 2001, Porat 2012, Yalch 1993). Thus, music will encourage shoppers
experience. (Erasmus 2013, Hasan 2015, Yalch 1993). With that being said this is only possible if the music is geared towards the target audience (Doucé 2013, Yalch 1993). If the store is designed for older generations then the music should reflect that by playing music of their generation like that of the 80’s and older (Yalch 1993). While if the store’s target market is geared towards today’s young adults then the music should be current releases (Yalch 1993). In addition to the music era, the genre of the music should reflect the style of the store. For example: a company selling alternative style clothing would not be playing classical music within their store. The music should be directed at the ideal customer that the store desires (Yalch 1993). Music genre is a feature that will also help to enhance the store image for obtaining customers who desire this image as well. Even though music within a store may not seem like a huge factor that influences consumer’s purchases, it does because it appeals to the subconscious of the consumer by directing them to stores where they desire to be based on feelings evoked (Erasmus 2013, Fei-Fei 2009, Hasan 2015, Yalch 1993).

**Store Scent**

This factor relates to store ambiance for the fact that a pleasant smell allows customers to feel more comfortable, relaxed, and satisfied (Doucé 2013, Madzharov 2015, Mattila 2001, Spangenberg 1996). This can encourages positive consumer satisfaction and purchase intention to be established (Hasan 2015, Madzharov 2015, Spangenberg 1996). There is also the fact that many stores use an original scent that they sell in store. Thus, marketers can use the store scent to appeal to their customers (Doucé 2013, Hasan 2015, Madzharov 2015, Mattila 2001, Spangenberg 1996).

**Service Quality**
Service quality can show customers how much they are valued within stores based on how attentive employees are to customers during their shopping experience (Bhukya 2016, Erasmus 2013, Tynan 2014, Hassan 2015). Stores with higher prices on their products generally have more advanced customer services (Baker 2002, Dalwadi 2010, Hasan 2015, Tynan 2014 Schielke 2015). This is due to the fact that stores are trying to justify their prices by providing services that match their products’ values (Madzharov 2015, Schielke 2015, Tynan 2014). This is showcasing how more elite products with higher prices will need more attention, in order to showcase to customers their value (Baker 2002, Madzharov 2015, Schielke 2015, Tynan 2014). Service quality is a factor that correlates to how well customers rate their experiences based on their satisfactions (Porat 2012, Tynan 2014).

**Merchandise Diversity**

Merchandise is a feature of stores that truly sells products to customers based on what the stores are offering. Merchandise is a factor that entices consumers into stores due to this being the main selling point of stores (Ailawadi 2006, Erasmus 2013, Hasan 2015). Having a large variety of products allows for stores to differentiate themselves from their competitors (Ailawadi 2006, Castro 2013, Erasmus 2013, Hasan 2015). By offering a large expansion of product’s it gives consumers more options (Castro 2013). Having this large selection of products on display allows the diversity of choices to be seen by customers and allows positive customer satisfactions to take place (Ailawadi 2006, Brcic 2016, Castro 2013, Dalwadi 2010, Erasmus 2013, Hasan 2015).

**Customer Satisfaction**
Satisfaction within stores relates to the opinion of how well consumers’ needs are met in an efficient manner. Customer satisfaction determines if having an experience in store is enjoyable and encourages customers to continue shopping with the intent to make purchase (Porat 2012, Brcic 2016, Tynan 2014). The more attentive store employees can be to customers in assisting through their shopping experience, will allow customers to enjoy their time in the store being satisfied in their experience (Brcic 2016).

**Purchase Intention**

The independent factors presented in this study are proposed to see how that of physical store characteristics, store lighting, and store scent can satisfy consumers. The more satisfied a customer’s experience can be, the more their purchase intentions will increase (Cristina 2017). This study may help marketers, become more aware of the features that can enhance a store to make the customers’ experience satisfactory and enjoyable (Rippé 2016).

**Conceptual Framework**

**H1**: Physical store characteristics; like that of lighting, music, and scent; will create a positive customer satisfaction experience.
H2: Attentive service quality by store employees to customers will increase their satisfaction experience.

H3: Large selection of merchandise will allow customers to feel satisfied with their shopping experience in store.

H4: When customer satisfaction is reached in a positive manner, customers will make more purchases within stores.

**Research Methods**

*Sample and data collection*

Data was collected from volunteers in the Metro St. Louis area, and the majority of the study participants are those of college age in their young twenties. Many of these participants were recruited to participate through organizations, classes, and convenience of location. The research survey was personally handed out to participants to be completed at the time it was received by the participants, with enough of a time range for participants to ask any questions they had about the survey or their participation in the survey. The data obtained from this research was collected and used for a valid response rate during participation surveying duration. A younger generation of participants were asked to partake in this survey over that of older generations for the fact that younger consumers are the ones that most influence stores to adhere to consumer wants. Younger generations (X and Y) are the future of the retail consumer driven industry. Of the data collected, 68 participants out of 70 surveyed belong in generations X and Y supporting the data that reflects that of young adult and adult consumers. When in regards to the martial status of participants, 96.9 % of the participants who participated answered that they were unmarried. This fact supports the buying intentions of consumers who are single.
Demographic information revealed that of these participants 78.7% participate in consumer buying 1-5 times a month. The household income that these participants claim cover a diverse range: 30% claim less than $10,000, 18.6% claim between $10,000 and $69,999, 38.6% claim between $70,000 and $100,001 plus.

Measures

Participants were asked to imagine retail stores and their experience in the stores before completing the survey. Retail stores were chosen as the research setting for the fact that these stores are altering their looks to adhere to current and future consumers. Retail stores are the ones that can change features like that of physical store characteristics, merchandise, and service quality in order to make customers feel satisfied during and after their shopping experience. After the first section of the survey is competed in regards to the above changeable factors affecting satisfaction, it is then tested if satisfaction correlates to positive purchase intention.

Analyses and Results

The tested hypothesis of store ambiance factors: like that of physical store characteristics (PC), merchandise diversity (MD), and service quality (SQ) were testing as correlating to consumer satisfaction of their experience in store. Therefore, supporting the theory that increased customer satisfaction will have positive effects on a customer’s purchase intention. These hypotheses were tested using the multiple regressions theory.

Test of Conceptual Model

Using the multiple regression model, the constraints were tested to have a reliable fit in regards to the deviation of each tested constraint being greater than that a .05 standard deviation value. Hypothesis one (H1): Physical store characteristics like that of lighting, music, and scent
will create a positive customer satisfaction experience. Hypothesis two (H2): Attentive service quality by store employees to customers will increase customer satisfaction experience.

Hypothesis three (H3): Large selection of merchandise will allow customers to feel satisfied with their shopping experience in store. Hypothesis four (H4): prosed that when customer satisfaction is reached in a positive manner, customers will make more purchases within stores. This data all showed a significant value supporting the proposed hypotheses to be true. All of the hypotheses and constraints when tested in a regression model proved to correlate data that supported their respected hypothesis. Meaning that the statistical support was all greater than that of 0.05, making the data collected significant.

**Discussion and Implications**

This research is one that helps to contribute to many aspects involved like that of consumer satisfaction, purchase intention, and store ambiance features influence. One of these aspects that is supported though this research would be that of store ambiance factors having a correlation to consumer’s satisfaction when shopping. Physical store characteristics help to enhance customer satisfaction for the fact that these are features that appeal to the customer’s senses, particularly that of smell, sound, and look. By appealing to these senses, companies help to satisfy the appeal aspect of their customers. Service quality is another store ambiance feature that allows companies and stores to make their customers feel valued and important while shopping. This creates a connection between stores and customers which will allow customers to be satisfied based on the assistance they are receiving from employees. This is a concept that can help to set stores apart from that of their competitors as well. Merchandise diversity is another way for stores to satisfy their customer’s wants. When stores offer a large selection of products, it allows for customers to make a much more personal choice of product. Having this large
selection of products to choose from can help satisfy the need for what consumers are looking for as well. Physical store characteristics, service quality, and merchandise diversity all had appeal to customers in stores which helped in making their experience more enjoyable and helpful (Bhukya 2016, Hasan 2015, Porat 2012). Ways that companies and stores can adhere to this research would be to create a scent for their store that customers will smell upon every visit, use lighting features to highlight new products at the front of the store, play music that represent the vibe of the store, make all employees greet and assist every customer when they enter the store, get to know the customer on a personal level, and offer merchandise in a large variety to meet many customers’ needs and desires. If companies choose to update or implement these features in stores, then customers will become more satisfied in their shopping experience and make more purchases in store (Cristina 2017). This relates to past research that showed that when the image of a store meets what the customers’ expectations are, then more purchases are likely to be made by these customers (Rippé, 2016). This demonstrates that retail companies have shifted according to what consumers want and expect from brick-and-mortar stores.

This research has become more pertinent in recent years due to the fact that many companies can obtain and sell similar products offered at like prices or revert to online product sales. Due to this, companies need ways to differentiate themselves from that of their competitors. That is where this research comes into play for the fact that as marketers, we need to be aware of what factors should be enhanced within our stores based on what our customers prefer, in order to make our customers satisfied. In the end, this will help to increase sales by adjusting to our customers’ desires and needs.

Throughout, this conducted study proved that the importance of what customers perceive of stores is a major driving force in their intention to make purchases within stores. Customers’
perception of stores can be utilized by stores by enhancing physical store characteristics like that of a signature fragrance, trendy music that reflects the genre of the store, and lighting that is used to highlight particular merchandise. Stores can also offer a wide selection of merchandise for their customers to choose from in order to satisfy them. Lastly, retailers can enhance their service quality in order to be of more assistance to their customers, which in turn will make them feel more important and satisfied in their experience. Retailers can use this information in order to enhance their brick-and-mortar stores to better meet the needs of their customers while at the same time increasing customer purchases.

**Limitations and Future Directions**

In this study, there are several limitations based on store ambiance features studied and the sample group used. There were three store ambiance features studied: physical store characteristics, service quality, and merchandise diversity; in future studies of this topic, there should be an expansion on other store ambiance features to include. Possibly that of store layout, color scheme, merchandise tagging, and staging concepts. Through this study there were also limitations with the sample group, due to the majority of the sample group being from a young age range of 18-21 years of age. By having a more diverse age range, it can make the study apply to a larger consumer market range. For future studies, the sample group should also feature a more gender equal sample range. This particular study featured more female consumers than that of male consumers, in addition to the fact that majority of participants are students at the university level. The more diversity in participant occupations can reflect a wider demographic feature that can apply to the Midwest economy as a whole.


